Do you want to be part of today’s technology revolution and drive future innovation? Do you want a career involving a combination of technical expertise and business know-how, coupled with unlimited opportunity and international travel? Do you want to be associated with some of the most prestigious corporate brands on the planet? Do you have the drive and ambition to succeed and shape your career?

If the answer is yes, you should become an SAP Associate Consultant and join us with our vision to help the world run better and improve people’s lives.

WHAT IS SAP?

SAP is one of the biggest software companies in the world -- and we’re getting bigger. We provide solutions to more than 300,000 corporate customers to help them run their businesses better. Our customers include globally recognized brands like BMW, Apple, PepsiCo, Nestle, Proctor & Gamble, Saudi Aramco, and Etihad Airways. From back office to boardroom, warehouse to storefront, on-premise to cloud, and desktop to mobile device – SAP empowers people and organizations to work together more efficiently and use business insight effectively to stay ahead of the competition. Our applications and services enable customers to operate profitably, adapt continuously, and grow sustainably.

WHY IS SAP OFFERING THIS UNIQUE TRAINING OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS?

SAP Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is recognized as one of the fastest growing markets for SAP globally and is a key investment area for the company. Due to this exponential growth in terms of technology and geographical presence, industry forecasts show that the number of certified specialists must increase substantially over the coming years to secure a localized, sustainable future for SAP in the region. This makes it the perfect time to take the exciting opportunity offered by SAP’s Dual Study Program and start your career as a Certified SAP Associate Consultant.

WHAT DO SAP ASSOCIATE CONSULTANTS DO?

SAP Associate Consultants are highly skilled professionals who advise our customers on how best to implement, configure and use our software so that they can get the most out of their businesses. SAP Associate Consultants usually specialize in specific areas such as ABAP, Database, or Cloud; or Financial Accounting, HR, Supply Chain Management, and Oil and Gas or others. SAP Associate Consultants are in high demand globally and find employment with SAP customers, SAP partners, as freelancers, or with SAP itself.

THE OPPORTUNITY:

SAP’s Dual Study Program offers you:

- A world class training program delivered on-campus to help you begin your journey as an SAP Consultant
- The opportunity to specialize as an SAP Associate Consultant in an area of your choice, such as ABAP or Database
• Valuable, globally recognized Associate-Level SAP Certifications
• Training covering Professional Networking, CV Writing, and Interview Techniques

WHAT WE REQUIRE FROM A CANDIDATE:

• The course will be delivered in English, so an excellent grasp of both written and spoken English is essential
• All candidates must have a valid Jordanian residency
• All candidates must be currently commencing the third year of a four-year Degree related to one of the following: Statistics, Mathematics, Management Information Systems, Engineering, Computer Science, Accounting, Supply Chain Management, or Business Administration. Masters and PhD students are also welcome to apply
• Candidates will have a cumulative GPA score of not less than 3.00 – proof of this may be requested
• Candidates must have a keen interest in starting an SAP-related career involving travel as opportunities for employment after training could be elsewhere in the MENA / Gulf region
• Candidates must possess excellent problem-solving capabilities and presentation skills
• Candidates must be going to Germany in Feb or Sep 2017.

If you’re interested to join the DSP, please visit this link to apply by 1st December, 2016.